PRESENTER PRESENTATION REQUIREMENTS AND CONDITIONS

1. By submitting a proposal the presenter agrees to the standard copyright and reproduction terms of this event. These terms provide that copyright in original presentation material remains with the presenter, however SNIA is granted the right to record, reproduce and distribute each presentation in all forms of printed and electronic conference materials, including, but not limited to printed attendee notes, the conference web site, and/or audio and/or video recordings, without royalties or fees payable to presenter. Any exceptions to acceptance of the above by the presenter must be noted in his/her initial submission. If you fail to notify us of such exceptions, by submission of your proposal you hereby agree to the Presenter Presentation Requirements and Conditions.

2. All accepted primary presenters will receive complimentary attendance to the entire conference. Co-presenters will be charged a discounted registration rate.

3. All conference presenters are responsible for their own travel and accommodation expenses.